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Abstract 
For each finite partial order P, we consider the size of the set Forbnnd(P) of partial orders on 
n labelled points containing no induced copy of P. We show that [Forb~nd(P)[ =2 °(n:) unless P 
has height at least 3, in which case [Forb~nd(P)l =2 n2/4+°(n2). We show that IForb~'nd(P)[ <<,n!c" 
for some constant c if and only if P is either an antichain or one of ten small partial orders. 
Between these extremes, we consider the question of which P have [Forb~nd(P)l--n °(n). (~) 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Several interesting classes of partial orders are specified by forbidding one particular 
small partial order as an induced suborder. For instance, the class of width k (height 
k) partial orders is the set of all partial orders containing no induced (k + 1)-element 
antichain Ak+l (respectively, chain Ck+l ). Other interesting classes are defined by for- 
bidding those partial orders shown in Fig. 1, to which we refer the reader for notation. 
The class of upward-branching (downward-branching) forests is defined by forbidding 
the three-element partial order A (respectively, V) as an induced suborder. An interval 
order is an order containing no induced copy of the four-element partial order H.  The 
class of series-parallel orders is defined by forbidding an induced N, and the class of 
weak orders is defined by forbidding an induced 11. 
Questions of asymptotic enumeration for various classes of partial orders, including 
most of those above, have been considered on various occasions, and thus it seems 
appropriate to look at the general problem of estimating the number of n-element partial 
orders without an induced copy of P, for each fixed P. 
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Fig. 1. Some small partial orders giving rise to interesting families. 
Table 1 
Class definitions 
Class Asymptotic number 
I [Forbnnd(P)[ = n!(c + o(1))n for some c = c(P) 
II n cln <~ [Forbnnd(P)[ <~n c2n for some cl > 1,c2 
III n c" << [Forbnnd(P)[ = 2 °~'2 )
IV [Forbnnd(P)[ = 2 nz/'4+°(n2) 
I • 
Echoing standard notation from asymptotic graph theory, we define, for each partial 
order P, Forb~nd(P) as the set of all partial orders on n labelled points which do not 
contain P as an induced partial order - -  i.e. P is forbidden. 
Our intention is to give a rather coarse classification, and there is plenty of scope 
for further esearch in this area. We specify four classes of partial orders P, defined in 
Table 1, according to the rate of growth of [Forb~nd(P) [. The lower bound for Class III 
is shorthand for the relation that [Forb~'nd(P)[/nCn~ c for every constant c; we shall 
use the << notation this way throughout. It is not a priori obvious that every partial 
order (with the trivial exceptions of the one- and two-element chains) falls into one of 
these four classes: we shall prove the necessary results as we go along. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to offer a full classification. Our present knowledge 
is summarized in Table 2. In particular, there are several (families of) partial orders 
which could be in Class II or Class III. 
Analogous problems for graphs have been treated in depth by Pr6mel and Steger; the 
paper most directly related to the present one is [14]. It is perhaps worth mentioning 
that the results for graphs are very different in flavour from what we obtain here. For 
all but the very simplest graphs G, there are on the order of 2 C(G)n2 n-vertex graphs 
containing no induced copy of G, and the first real problem - -  solved in [14] - -  is 
to determine the constant c(G) for each graph G. Incidentally, we shall make use of 
a theorem of Alexeev [1] (Theorem 6 below) which is a more general version of the 
result in [14]. 
For the most part, we shall use standard terminology concerning partial orders; see, 
for instance, Trotter's book [17]. Other terms will be introduced as they are needed. 
2. Background 
Kleitman and Rothschild [11] obtained an asymptotic formula for the number N, of 
partial orders on n labelled elements. A sharper form of the estimate, and a simpler 
proof, were provided by Brightwell, Pr6mel and Steger [5]; we state this result below. 
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Table 2 
Current classification 
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Class Forbidden induced partial orders 
A I maximal: • " " ' • • • 
II 
Unknown 
(II or III) 
I I I  
IV 
minimal: ' '*  I / ~ 
maximal: / k  , . . .o  : / ~  
minimal: " " 
maximal: ~ /~ ' ,  /V~ " 
minimal: 
ImI H 
I I.. \ . .  AY 
qp 
minimal: ,, 
Theorem 1. For some absolute constant C> 1, 
Nn=(1 + O(C-'))~--~ 2(s+1)( . . . . ). 
s=0 
Slightly more crudely, 
Nn=(l+O(1/n))(92(n+l)2/4( n )I ~2] 
where ~b takes one of two known values 
odd. 
depending on whether n is even or 
The central part of the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that all but an exponentially 
small fraction of n-element partial orders have height 3, with all elements in the bottom 
layer less than all elements in the top layer. 
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In particular, if P is any partial order of height 4 or more, then almost all partial 
orders are in the class Forbi~d(P), so 
IFOrbnnd(P)l=(1-FO(1/n))c~2(n+l'2/4 ( n ) 
Ln/2J , 
where ~b is as in Theorem I. 
Furthermore, any height 3 or greater partial order contains C3, the chain of height 3, 
as a suborder and there are (rather crudely) at least 2 Ln2/4j partial orders (the height 2 
partial orders) that are in Forbi~d(C3 ). Thus, for every partial order P of height 3 or 
more, we have both upper and lower bounds on [Forb~na(P) I of the form 2 n2/4+°(n2), 
and so every such partial order P is in Class IV. 
Thus we can restrict our attention to partial orders of height at most 2. We shall 
show, in the next section, that [Forb~'nd(P)l = 2 °("2) for all partial orders of height less 
than 3. 
We now consider forbidding some of the very simplest partial orders. Evidently 
Forbi~nd(C1) contains no partial orders, for n~> 1, while Forb~nd(C2 ) contains only the 
n-element antichain. We can thus assume that our forbidden partial order P is not 
a chain. Then ~ at Forbind(P ) least contains all the n! chains on n labelled elements. 
Indeed, Forbind(A2 ) consists exactly of the n! chains (A2 is the antichain of width 2). 
For larger antichains, we have the following results of Brightwell and Goodall [4]. 
Note that ForbTnd(Ak+l) is the class of all partial orders on n labelled elements with 
width at most k. 
Theorem 2. 
4 n 8 
[ Forbi~nd (A3)[ = n! n3/2 25 x/~ (1 + o( 1 )). 
There are positive constants o~, ~ and functions D1 (k ), D2(k) such that, for each k >>. 4
and each n, 
n!4n(k-2)Dl(k ) n-~k2 <~ IF°rb~nd(Ak )1~< n!4n(k-2)D2(k ) n-~k~" 
This means that all antichains are in our Class I, with only on the order of n!c n 
partial orders in Forbi~a(Ak ), where c=4 k-2. In [4], Brightwell and Goodall asked 
which other partial orders were in this class. 
For the three-element partial order A (see Fig. 1), elements of Forbi",a(A ) are in 
1-1 correspondence with rooted labelled n-element forests, which in turn are in 1-1 
correspondence with labelled (n + 1)-element trees, and so there are exactly (n + 1 )n- l 
of them. Asymptotically, this is on the order of n!e ~, so A, and its dual V, are in 
Class I. 
Another well-studied class of partial orders is Forbi~d(N ), where N is the 4-element 
partial order of Fig. 1. Partial orders with no induced N are usually called series- 
parallel orders; they can be constructed recursively from 1-element partial orders by the 
operations of disjoint union (taking two disjoint series-parallel orders with no relations 
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between them) and linear sum (taking two disjoint series-parallel orders, and putting 
every element of one below every element of the other). Asymptotic enumeration of 
series-parallel orders was considered by Stanley [15], E1-Zahar [8], and Cameron [7]. 
They obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3. 
IForb~'nd(N)[ = Cn!n-3/2~-n(1 + o(1 )), 
where C is a known constant, and ct = 2 - v/5 + log(½(1 + x/-5))'~ 0.2451. 
In particular, N is also in our Class I, which implies that all induced suborders of 
N are in Class I also. 
For instance, the partial order Ii with three elements and one relation (see Fig. 1) 
is a suborder of N. Forbidding 11 gives the class of weak orders, or linear sums of 
antichains. Various exact forms are known for the number W~ of labelled n-element 
weak orders: for instance we have 
Wn = ~jnZ-( J+l ) .  
j--1 
See for instance Fishburn [9]. Approximating the sum by an integral, we deduce that 
( 1 ~ "+' 1 
w,=(1  + o(1))~ \ ~ j  n!. 
One more important class of partial orders for which there are previous results is that 
of interval orders, which can be defined as the class Forb~',d(H), where H is the partial 
order consisting of two disjoint two-element chains (see Fig. 1). Alternatively, a partial 
order is an interval order if it has a representation by a collection of closed intervals 
in the real line, with one interval [a, b] less than another [c, d] if it lies entirely to the 
left, i.e. b<c.  The problem of estimating [Forb~nd(H)[ is considered by E1-Zahar [8], 
although he concentrates on the unlabelled case. Let us give a quick proof of some 
moderately crude bounds on IForbi~d(H)[. 
Theorem 4. 
(2 )  ~ 
n 2n-°( logn ) ~ ]Forb~nd(H)] ~< ~ ~<n 2n ~5 " 
Proof. The upper bound is easy, since an interval order on n labelled elements is 
specified uniquely by the ordering of the 2n endpoints in any representation f the 
order by intervals in the real line. 
For the lower bound, consider interval representations of the following form. There 
are k intervals with left-hand endpoint 1, and one interval with each of 3, 5, 7 . . . . .  
2(n - k) + 1 as a left-hand endpoint. There are k intervals with right-hand endpoint 
2(n - k + 1 ), and one interval with each of 2, 4, 6 . . . . .  2(n - k) as a right-hand endpoint. 
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Each representation f this form defines a different interval order (since the location of 
the endpoints of a representing interval can be derived from the number of elements 
above and below a given element in the order). The number of ways of arranging n
labelled intervals to conform to these requirements is 
n! kn-k '
k~ 
since there are n!/k! distinct ways of labelling the left-hand endpoints, and, working 
from left to right, there are at each stage, except he last, k intervals 'open' which can 
be chosen as the next interval to 'close'. 
The quantity above is maximised when k is about n/(2 log n), when it is of the form 
given in the statement of the theorem. [] 
Doubtless the error terms can be improved with some extra work. However, the 
estimates above are sufficient o show that the partial order H is in Class II, with 
I Forb~nd (H)[ = n (2+°(1))n. 
3. Class IV  
We have already seen that every partial order of height 3 or more is in Class IV. 
The purpose of this section is to show that no height 2 partial order falls into this 
class. Indeed, we prove the following result, which further implies that every height 2 
partial order P such that [Forb~nd(P)[ >~n c~ for c> 1 is in Class II or III. 
Theorem 5. I f  P is a height 2 partial order then [Forbnnd(P)[ =2 °(n2). 
Proof. In the proof we will need the following result of Alekseev [1], which we 
present in the style of Bollob~s and Thomason [3]. First, define an (r,s)-colourin9 of 
a graph to be a mapping from the vertex set to [r] = { 1 . . . . .  r} such that colour classes 
1 through s induce complete subgraphs and the remaining colour classes induce empty 
subgraphs. For a graph property ~ defined by forbidding fixed graphs FI,F2 . . . . .  Ff as 
induced subgraphs, define the colourin9 number of  ~ to be 
r (#)  :=max{r I for some O<<.s<<.r, no t5 is (r,s)-colourable}. 
For each positive integer n, let ~" be the set of graphs in ~ with exactly n vertices 
and parameterise the cardinality of #n, by defining c, such that 
.~  -- 2~.(~ ) I I -  • 
Theorem 6 (Alekseev [1]; Bollob~is and Thomason [3]). limn~o¢ c. = 1 - 1/r(~). 
We will use the following corollary, which is just the r (~)= 1 case. 
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Fig. 2. Forbidden subgraphs in the proof of Theorem 5.
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Corollary 7. I f  9raph property ~ is defined by forbiddin9 FI,Fz . . . . .  Ff as induced 
suboraphs and if, amon9 the forbidden 9raphs, there exist an Fio which is (2,0)- 
colourable (=bipartite), an Fi, which is (2, 1)-colourable, and an Fi2 which is (2,2)- 
colourable (= the complement of a bipartite 9raph ), then the number of elements of 
with exactly n vertices is 2 °(n2 ). 
Now to prove the theorem. Given a height 2 partial order P, with k loose points (i.e., 
points that are incomparable to all others), we define another height 2 partial order 
/5 as follows. Take a copy PI of P with its loose points removed, and a copy of the 
dual P*. Put every minimal element of P1 below every maximal element of PI*, and 
every minimal element of P* below every maximal element of Pl. Finally add back k 
loose points to form P. Now the comparability graph C(P) is the comparability graph 
of just two partial orders, namely t5 itself and its dual/5*. Each of these contains an 
induced copy of P. 
Now, let Q be a partial order containing no induced copy of P and let C(Q) be 
its comparability graph. It follows from elementary considerations (or from Gallai's 
characterization f comparability graphs [10]) that neither of the graphs shown in 
Fig. 2 is a comparability graph, so C(Q) contains neither as an induced subgraph. Also, 
C(Q) does not contain C(P) as an induced subgraph, since then Q would contain an 
induced copy of either/5 or its dual, and hence of P. 
Since t5 is a height 2 partial order, C(/5) is a bipartite graph. The left-hand graph in 
Fig. 2 is (2, 1)-colourable since its vertices are covered by a triangle and a 3-element 
independent set. Finally, the right-hand graph in Fig. 2 is (2,2)-colourable since its 
vertices are covered by two disjoint triangles. Therefore, Corollary 7 implies that there 
are no more than 2 °(~2) possible graphs C(Q). So the number of possible posets Q is 
at most n! • 2 °(n2) = 2 °(n2). [] 
4. Class III 
Owing to Theorem 5, to prove that a height 2 partial order P is in Class III, it is 
only necessary to show that Forbi~nd(P) >> n Cn for any fixed c. 
Here it will be necessary at times to restrict our attention to bipartite orders - -  
height 2 partial orders with fixed level assignments (in other words, each loose point 
is assigned either to the top or to the bottom level). We will then consider the collection 
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Fig. 3. Crowns of order 2, 3, and 4 and their complements ($2,$2,$3,$3,$4 =$4). 
Forbind,bip(P) of bipartite partial orders on n points which contains no induced copy of 
such a bipartite partial order P. 
m 
Theorem 8. The crowns &, k >>. 2 and their complements Sk have, for any fixed c, 
[Forbi~nd, bip(&)[ >> nCL 
Proof. We first consider $2, the crown of order 2 (Fig. 3). Take the incidence relation 
R of a projective plane of order p, where 2p 2 is a little greater than n. This is a 
bipartite partial order with exactly p2 + p ÷ 1 points on each of the top and bottom 
levels and each line contains (covers) p + 1 points. Since in the projective plane no 
two points are both contained in two distinct lines, R contains no (induced) $2. 
Remove 2(p2÷ p + 1) -  n points from the top level of R to leave exactly n points 
and ~ (n/2) 3/2 covering relations. There are therefore on the order of 2 (n/2)3'2 subpartial 
orders contained in R, none of which contain an $2. Complementing each covering 
relation gives an equipotent collection of bipartite orders, none of which contain $2. 
For the larger crowns, we can proceed similarly; it is enough to find a bipartite 
graph with n vertices, no short cycles, and many edges. For the 3- and 4-crowns, we 
state the following result of Benson [2], showing the existence of graphs of girth 8 
and 12 with the maximum possible number of edges. 
Theorem 9. (i) For any prime power q, there is a bipartite graph, with q3 ÷q2 +q+ 1 
vertices in each bipartite class, that is regular of degree q ÷ 1 and has girth 8. 
(ii) For q an odd power of 3, there is a bipartite graph, with qS +qa +q3 +q2 +q+ 1 
vertices in each bipartite class, that is regular of degree q ÷ 1 and has girth 12. 
These graphs are, in fact, derived from the regular generalized 4- and 6-gons of Tits 
[16]. Bipartite graphs with slightly more edges are known [12,13], but the Benson-Tits 
graphs suffice for our purposes. 
Part (i) of the Theorem implies that, for any n, there is a bipartite graph of girth at 
least 8 on n vertices with at least, crudely, n4/3/6 edges. Thus 
[ Forbi~nd ($3)[ I> 2n4/3/6. 
For Forb~na(S4 ), the asymptotic behaviour of the maximum number of edges in a 
bipartite graph of girth 10 is not currently known. Nevertheless, part (ii) of Benson's 
Theorem certainly ields 
[ Forbi~ d($4)1 ~> 2n6'5/20. 
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For k >i 5, we observe that each crown of order k contains an induced copy of $2. 
- -  n Therefore ach of the many partial orders in Forbinnd, bip(S2) is also in Forbind, bip(Sk). 
Thus 
]Forbi'nd, bip(S~)I ~ I F°rbn, o, t~ip k ' "  r~-~ ,,2)1 ~'>~2n3"2/2" 
A similar statement can be proven for the complement of Sk. [] 
If a height 2 partial order P contains no loose points, but does contain a crown or the 
complement of a crown, an argument identical to that used for large crowns shows that 
Forbinnd,bip(P) is large. It is then only necessary to note that Forbind(P ) _D Forbinnd, bip(P) 
to see that such a partial order is in Class III. 
But what if there are loose points? In this case, the bipartite partial orders containing 
no induced copy of P are exactly 
f-)F°rbnnd, bip (P'), 
p, 
where the intersection is over all bipartite renditions P' of P (i.e. assignments of 
the loose points to the top and bottom levels). This intersection is therefore a subset 
of Forb~nd(P ). Now, if it tunas out that each of these bipartite renditions contains 
an induced copy of the same crown or crown complement, this intersection contains 
Forbi~nd, bip of that crown or crown complement and we see that P is in Class III. This 
proves the following. 
Corollary 10. Any height 2 partial order P such that every assignment of  loose points 
contains the same crown or complement of a crown as an induced partial order is in 
Class III. 
For example, the partial order 
has the bipartite renditions 
zr,° It: ii °° 
each of which contains the complement of $2 as an induced partial order (as indicated 
by the larger circles). Thus, none of the many bipartite partial orders in Forbind, bip(S2) 
contain a copy of any rendition of H2 and therefore none of them contain a copy of 
H2. Exactly the same argument shows that the partial order consisting of an N and 
two loose points is in Class III. 
These arguments uffice to justify the inclusion of all the partial orders listed as 
Class III in Table 2. 
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5. Class II 
To show that a partial order P is in Class II, it is necessary to show that nCW~< 
IForb~nd(P)l ~<n ~'2n, where cl and c2 are constants greater than 1. In some cases, we 
will only be able to prove the lower bound. 
We start by considering the minimal partial orders not in Class I. As indicated in 
Table 2, and as we shall see in Section 6, the maximal elements in Class I are the 
antichains Ak, and the two partial orders N and A2. In this section, we will show that 
this completely characterizes Class I, by showing that anything larger is in Class II, 
III or IV. 
The minimal partial orders not in Class I include the chain (73 and the crown $2, 
which we have already shown to be in Classes IV and 111, respectively. The four 
element partial order H has already been shown to be in Class 11. This leaves us (up 
to duality) with three other partial orders to consider, two of which we will be able to 
prove to be in Class 11, and one where we are uncertain as to whether it is in Class 
II or III. 
Consider first the partial order 
~:= I ° °°  
Construct a family of partial orders not containing 13 as a substructure as follows: take 
m layers of n/m/> 5 points, m to be specified later, and between each successive pair 
of  levels put a complete bipartite graph minus a random Hamilton cycle. Note that 
every element of a level is above all elements two or more layers below. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that a partial order in this family contained an 
induced copy of 13. I f  the three loose points are on the same level, say level i, all 
points which are non-comparable with all three of them are also on level i, so there 
is nowhere for the height 2 chain to be. Thus it must be that the copy of 13 lives in 
two consecutive levels w.l.o.g, in this manner: 
But then this implies a 4-cycle in the incomparability graph of these two levels, 
contradicting the fact that the incomparability graph is a Hamilton cycle. 
How large is this family? There are 
n! . ((n)!2'~ m-I n!(mn--)! rn-2 
(mn-)W \2n/mJ (_~)m-- 1 
ways to group the points into levels and then choose the Hamilton cycles. This function 
is maximized for m ,-~ 2 log n, where it is n 2n-O(n log logn/logn). Thus, I Forbi~d(I3)J is at 
least this large. This implies that 13 is in either Class II or III. Later we will see that 
it is in fact in Class II. 
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Next we turn to 
P3, 0 := 
Construct a family of P3,0-free height 2 partial orders in the following way. Put n -  
n~ log n points on the top level and n~ log n points on the bottom level, and choose two 
lower covers for each point on the top level. This may be done in at least 
(n / logn)  n-n/l°gn 
2 ,,~ n 2n-O(  logn ) 
ways. Actually, the class Forbi"~a(P3,0 ) is not much larger: given the at most 2 lower 
covers of each point, we can reconstruct the partial order. Therefore, there are at most 
(n<~21)n~n2" 
P3,0-free partial orders on n points. Thus, P3,0 is in Class II. 
The final partial order we need to exclude from Class I is 
N1 := N 
We describe a fairly large family of n-element orders with no induced N1 as follows. 
We assume for convenience that n is even. Fix an integer m < n/2, to be specified later. 
Our partial orders will have four layers A,B, C,D, with A and D of size m, and B and 
C of size n/2-  m. We set A<B<C<D, and then remove a few relations between 
adjacent layers: (1) we remove an arbitrary matching between B and C, (2) for each 
element b of B, we choose an element a of A and remove the relation a<b, (3) for 
each element c of C, we choose an element d of D and remove the relation c < d. It 
is possible that, for instance, some element a of A is incomparable with all of B: note 
that in this case we still have a below all elements of C t2 D. 
The number of partial orders of the above form is at least 
(2 - m) , mn--2m; 
this is maximised for m ~-n/log n, when it is n 3n/2-°(n). 
Suppose now that a partial order in this family contains an induced N1. Without loss 
of generality, we may suppose that the loose point x is in either A or B. If  it is in A, 
then all four points of the N are in A t2 B. So the maximal points of the N are in B; 
but then one of them is incomparable to x and another point of the N in A, which is 
not possible. 
So we may assume that x E B. Now the four points of the N are contained within 
B, together with the single points a and c of A and C respectively incomparable with 
x. But c is comparable with all points of A t2 B other than x, so that cannot be used. 
Thus three points of the N must come from B, which is not possible. This shows that 
N1 is in either Class II or III. 
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We have not been very successful in showing that (classes of) partial orders belong 
to Class II rather than Class III, although we expect that the ones we have been unable 
to classify do belong there. As shown in Table 2, there are two families of partial orders 
(which include all of  13, H and P3,0, but not N1 ) which we can positively place in 
Class II, and we now turn to these. 
For constants and r, define 
Ps~r :~  ,/ zj 
r 
8 
Let F~ = [Forbinnd(es, r)[. We will show by induction on n that Fn ~<nV +r. Clearly F1 = 1. 
We claim that all partial orders in Forbinnd(Ps, r) can be constructed from one of the 
F,,_l-many partial orders in Forb~n~l(P=,r) in relatively few ways. 
Let Q be a partial order in Forbinnd(es, r), and let z be any maximal element of Q. 
, -1p .  After relabelling, Q - z  is certainly in Forbin d ( s , r ) .  Now either z has fewer than s 
lower covers, or it has at least s. 
In the latter case, consider any set S of s lower covers of z, and consider the set T 
of elements of Q - z incomparable with all elements of S and also with z. The partial 
order restricted to T has width at most r -  1, since otherwise Q would contain a copy 
OfPs, r - -  SO in particular T has at most r -  1 minimal elements. Now we observe that 
Q is completely specified by the partial order Q-  z, the fact that z is maximal, the 
specification of S as a set of lower covers of z, and the set R of at most r -  1 elements 
of Q - z that are minimal subject to being incomparable with all of S tA {z}. Indeed, 
any point less than an element of S is less than z, whereas any point greater than an 
element of S is incomparable with z. From the remaining points, any point greater than 
an element of R is incomparable with z, while all other points are less than z. 
We thus obtain an upper bound for F~ as follows. We have n ways to choose the 
label for a maximal element z, and F~_ 1 ways to choose Q-  z (adjusting labels in the 
obvious way). Now either z has at most s - 1 lower covers, which can be selected in 
n- - I  at most (<=-l) ways, or z has a set S o fs  lower covers, and a set R of at most r -  1 
elements that are minimal subject to being incomparable with all of  S U {z}. The sets 
(=-l~ (,- l -=~ ways. S and R can be chosen in at most ~ = J~<~- l J  
Thus we see that 
[ (  n -1  ) ( n - l )  (n - l - s ) l  
F n ~Fn_  1 • n <~s -- 1 + s <~r-1  ~nl+s+(r -1 )Fn- I  
and conclude that Fn <~n! s+r. This means that P=,r is in Class II. 
For s ~>2, define the partial order 
L.:-- 
v 
8 
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For x an element of a partial order Q, let D(x) denote the set of elements below x, set 
d(x) = ID(x)L, and let d(Q) be the maximum of d(x) over elements of Q. Note that 
this maximum is necessarily attained at a maximal element of Q. 
For integers m, n with m <n,  define G m to be the number of partial orders Q in 
Forbi~d(Ls ) with d(Q)=m. 
Our approach will be similar to that for Ps, r; we will show that each element of 
Forbinn-dl (Ls) can be extended to an element of Forb~nd(Ls) by adding a maximal element 
in relatively few ways, except possibly at the expense of creating a new partial order 
with a much higher value of d(Q). We shall prove, by induction on n, that t"Tm ~" ,2sn+m 
This is clearly true for n = 1. 
Given a partial order Q in Forb~nd(L~ ) with d(Q)= m, let z be an element (necessarily n--I maximal) with d(z)=m. Consider Q-  z, which is in Forbin d (Ls), and let y be an 
element of Q-z  with d(y)=d(Q -z )= d, say. We consider various possibilities. 
Firstly, it could be the case that D(y) C_ D(z). We could also have D(z) C_ D(y), but in 
that case, since d(z)>>.d(y), the two down-sets are equal and we also have D(y) c_ D(z). 
If, on the other hand, D(y) and D(z) are incomparable, then both D(y)\D(z) and 
D(z)\D(y) have width at most s -  1, since otherwise we would have an induced copy 
of Ls in Q. Hence, in this case, there are at most s -  1 lower covers of z that are 
incomparable with y, and there are at most s -  1 elements below y that are minimal 
subject to being incomparable with z. 
n--d Given Q-  z, and an element y with d(y)= d(Q-  z)= d, there are at most (m-d) 
ways of selecting a down-set for z of size m that contains D(y). Alternatively, if D(z) 
(n-d-2"~ ways of selecting and D(y) are to be incomparable, then there are at most ~ ~-1  / 
the set of lower covers of z among those elements incomparable with y, and at most 
(d ~<s-l) ways of selecting the set of elements below y that are minimal subject to being 
incomparable with z. Note that, in either case, the relations between z and Q-  z are 
specified by these choices. 
Thus we have 
m I ( )  ( ) ( )1 Gm <~nZGa n -d  n -d -2  d n-1 m-d  + <~s-1 <~s-1 d=0 
m 
~< n ~--~(n - 1 )2s(n-- 1)+d [fin-d + n2S-2 ] 
d=O 
E m ] n l+2sn-2s mn m + n 2s-2 Z(n  -- 1) d 
d=O 
nl+2sn-2S[n m+l q_ n 2s-2+m] 
n 2sn+m , 
d using the induction hypothesis to estimate G,_ 1 for each d. 
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Fig. 4. Additional partial orders in Class I. 
We deduce that 
n--I n--I 
n = m ~<: ~ n2Sn+m ~n(2s+l)n, [Forbind(Ls)[ ~ Gn -.~ 
m=0 m=0 
showing that each Ls is in Class II. 
6. Class I 
Based on the previously known results and the results in Section 5, the only partial 
orders which we have yet to prove are in Class I are those shown in Fig. 4, and their 
duals. For these partial orders P, we have to show that [Forb~nd(P)l ~n!c" for some 
constant c = c(P). 
The main part of the task is to prove an upper bound of the required form. Since 12 
and Al are induced suborders of A2, it suffices to prove that IForbi~n~(A2)[ <<.n!c n for 
some constant c, which we now do. 
This will be a somewhat lengthy task, involving proving a structural theorem for 
partial orders with no induced copy of A2. Maybe there is a much shorter proof, but 
on the other hand the proof below might prove helpful for answering other questions 
about Forbi~nd(A2). 
We start with some examples of classes of partial orders containing no induced copy 
of A2, to help motivate what follows. 
1. Partial orders of width at most 3. 
2. Upward-branching trees. 
3. Bipartite partial orders, where every element on the upper level is above all but at 
most one of the elements on the lower level. 
4. Partial orders consisting of two unrelated chains X and Y, and an antichain A of 
maximal elements, where each element a of A covers elements xa and ya of X and 
Y respectively, such that there is no triple a, b, c in A with x~ >xb,xc and y~ > Yb, Yc 
(which would result in a A2 formed from a,b,c, xa, ya). 
It is of course straightforward to verify that there are sufficiently few partial orders 
of each of the above types. Essentially, our aim is to prove that any partial order in 
Forbind(A2 ) is made up of substructures very similar to ( I ) - (4) ,  interacting with each 
other in very limited ways. 
We begin with a little extra terminology. Throughout what follows, a forest will 
mean an upward-branching forest, in other words a partial order in Forb~nd(A). A 
twi9 in a partial order is a width-one up-set. We shall frequently blur the distinction 
between a subset of the ground-set of a partial order, and the partial order induced on 
that subset, in the hope that no confusion will arise. 
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For an antichain A in a partial order, let U(A) denote the set of elements that are 
not above any element of A. The set of antichains in a partial order is given a natural 
order via the subset order on the sets U(A): we define a <-minimal antichain (in a 
certain class) to be one that is minimal in this order (among those in the class). Note 
that a < -minimal antichain, among those with at least some given number of elements, 
is necessarily a maximal antichain (in the usual sense). 
We define a banyan to be a partially ordered set B with the following structure. 
The ground set of B is partitioned into two pieces T and F; the trunk T is a non- 
empty down-set in B, of width at most 3; and F is a forest, whose components are the 
branches of the banyan. For each element w of the trunk, either the set of branch ele- 
ments incomparable with w has width at most 2, or the only branch elements covering 
w are roots of branches. 
A banyan is called regular if there is no triple x,y,z of roots of branches, and 
incomparable pair u, v of trunk elements, such that x is above both u and v, while y 
and z are incomparable with both (in other words, they form an induced copy of A2). 
Our claim is that every partial order in Forb~nd(A2) has the structure of a 'stack' 
of regular banyans and forests, with every element in a component above almost all 
elements in components below it in the stack. We shall be more precise shortly. First, 
we prove a series of technical emmas that we will need in what follows. 
Lemma 11. Let P be a member of Forbinnd(A2) containin 0 a forest F and an element 
x outside F which is not above any element ofF.  Let I(x) be the set of elements of 
F incomparable with x. Then either I(x) has width at most 2, or the set 
C(x)= {uE I(x): 3vEF  with v>u and v>x} 
has width 1. In the latter case, if C(x) is non-empty then its maximal element z has 
the following properties: 
(i) some cover of z in F is above x, 
(ii) I(x) consists of'. the set of elements o f f  below or equal to z, the (non-empty) 
set of elements of F above or equal to some cover of z that is not above x, and 
possibly also a twig in F. 
Proof. Note that I(x) is a down-set in F. Suppose that I(x) has width at least three, 
and let B be <-minimal among the antichains in I(x) with at least three elements. 
Now, if any element y above v E B is also above x, we obtain a A2 from x, y,z and 
two other elements of B. (Since F is a forest, y is above only one element of B.) 
Thus I(x) is exactly the set of elements of F that are comparable with some element 
of B, together with B itself. Also, no element in or above B is in C(x), and C(x) is 
contained in the set D of elements of F below B. 
I f  there are two incomparable lements of D, then at least one of them is incom- 
parable with two or more elements of B, resulting in a <-lower 3-element antichain 
in I(x), a contradiction. So the set of elements below B has width 1, and hence so 
does C(x). 
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Now suppose that C(x) is non-empty. It is then a chain in F; let z be its maxi- 
mal element. This choice of  z implies that there is some element y covering z with 
x<y.  
Certainly everything below z is in l(x). Also, no element above z is in C(x), so if 
some cover w of z is in l(x), then so is the entire tree above w. Now consider the set 
J of  elements of  l (x) incomparable with z. I f  J has two incomparable lements, then 
these together with x, y and z form a A2. Hence J either is empty or has width 1. 
Since no element of  J is in C(x), it is an up-set, as claimed. Finally, l (x) does not 
consist just of  C(x) and J ,  since then it would have width 2, so there is some element 
above z incomparable with x. [] 
It is convenient to go further at this point, and consider the situation where the single 
element x of  Lemma 11 is replaced by a chain. In what follows, l (x) and C(x) have 
the same meanings as in the previous lemma. 
Lemma 12. Let P be an element of Forb~n~(A2 ) containin9 a forest F and a chain 
C, such that no element of C is above an element of F. There are a chain K in F 
that is a down-set, and an orderin9 cr o fF  9iven by a depth-first search startin9 with 
K, with the followin9 properties. 
(i) The chain K is the union of the chains C(x), for x E C with I(x) havin9 width 
at least 3. 
(ii) I f  l (x) has width at least 3, then it consists of an initial segment of ~r plus 
possibly the second branch R(x) followed by ~r from some element w(x) of K, 
or the second tree explored by a (in which case we set w(x) to be an artificial 
minimum element of K and R(x) to be this tree), in which case R(x) is a twig 
in F. Furthermore, if x < y in C, then w(y)<<.w(x). 
Proof. Note that, if u < v in C, then I(u)C_ I(v). In particular, if some I(v) has width 
at most 2, then so do all I(u) for u < v. So we may ignore the lower portion of  C, and 
assume that, for all elements x of C, l(x) has width at least 3. In this case, Lemma 
11 applies and I(x) is as described there. 
Suppose x <y  in C, and that z E C(y). So z is incomparable with y, and there is 
some element w above both z and y. I f x<z ,  then I(x) is contained in the portion of  
I (y)  below or incomparable with z. This consists of the part of  the chain C(y) below 
z, and possibly the extra twig R(y) in I(y), so has width at most 2. Hence I(x) also 
has width at most 2, a contradiction. Thus z E I(x) and, since w is above both x and 
w, z E C(x). Therefore C(y) C C(x). 
Hence the chains C(x), for x E C, are nested, and are all contained in the chain 
K = C(u), where u is the lowest element of  C. 
Now we describe the depth-first search a of  F. We start by proceeding up K to 
its top element z. Then we complete a depth-first search of  F in an arbitrary manner, 
except hat, when we choose the order in which the branches up from an element of  K 
are traversed, we give preference to those branches incomparable with the maximum 
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number of elements of C. Similarly, when we complete the tree containing K, we 
give preference to trees incomparable with the maximum number of elements of C. 
By Lemma 11, this procedure nsures that each I(x), for x E C, consists of an initial 
segment of tr plus possibly a twig R(x). 
Let J -  be the set of twigs R equal to R(x) for some x E C. Since all the I(x) are 
down-sets, each twig R(x) E ~-- must either be itself a tree of F, or have its lowest 
element covering an element w(x) of K, which is not the maximal element of I(x). 
The twig R(x) will then be one of just two branches from w(x) containing elements of 
I(x), so a will explore that twig on its second visit to w(x) (and similarly if the twig 
is actually a separate tree). As we move up C from x to y, the twig R(x) can only 
lose its status if it is contained in a branch of l (y)  above the top element of C(y), 
when the new twig R(y) must have w(y) lower than w(x), as claimed. [] 
Now we are ready to prove the main structural result. 
A stack P1 . . . . .  Pl of partial orders is a partial order P which is the disjoint union 
of the Pi, with the only relations between the different P/being of the form xi <xj, for 
xi EPi, xj EPj, and i<j .  (So each initial segment P1 U ... UP]. is a down-set in P.) 
For a stack of partial orders Pl,. . .  , / l ,  let I) and I f  be the sets of elements of 
P1 U ... UPj that are incomparable with some element of Pj+I, and with some element 
of Pj+2, respectively. 
Theorem 13. Every partial order P in Forbi~nd(A2) can be decomposed as a stack of 
partial orders Pl . . . . .  PI, where, for all j: 
(i) each x in Pj is incomparable with at most a twig in P1 U -.. UPj- I ,  
(ii) either 
(a) Pj is a forest with at least three minimal elements, and each twig of PI U ... U 
Pj-1 incomparable with some element of Pj is related to Pj as in Lemma 12, 
(b) Pj UI]_~ is a regular banyan, with all elements of I)_ l in the trunk, or 
(c) j=  1 and Pt ul l_ l  has width 3, 
(iii) if the set 12_1 is non-empty, then it is a twig in Pl U ... UPj-1, and either there 
are no relations between Pj and lf_ 1 or all of lf_ 1 is below a single twig of Pj. 
Proof. Let P be a partial order in Forbinnd(A2). Our aim is to describe the banyan/forest 
structure, starting from the bottom of the partial order, and working up. We shall start 
by establishing the basic structure, and return to property (iii) later. 
Suppose that we have identified partial orders P1 . . . . .  Pj-I ( j>~l), satisfying the 
conditions o far, with no element of Q = P\(PI u ... u Pj-a ) incomparable with more 
than a twig in PI U • • • U Pj_ 1. Let I be the set of elements of P1 U • • • U Pj_ 1 incom- 
parable with some element of Q;I is a union of twigs in P1 u .. .  uPj-1. Let Q+ be 
the set constructed from Q by adding the top elements of twigs in I, and Q++ the set 
obtained by adding all elements of I. We describe how to construct Pj. 
We distinguish two main cases, depending on the number of minimal elements in 
Q+. Suppose first that Q+ has at most three minimal elements. Note that this implies 
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that there are at most three twigs in I, and also that Q++ has at most three minimal 
elements. 
If Q++ has width at most 3, then we can take Pj = Q and l = j ,  and we are done. So 
we may assume that Q++ has a (maximal) antichain of size at least 4. Among these, 
let A be a <-minimal one. If there is a choice between more than one <-minimal 
antichain for A, choose one so that the set of elements of I above A is as large as 
possible. Note that A contains at most one element of I: if it contains two, then the 
elements of Q n A are incomparable with more than a single twig of I, which is not 
possible. The set D of elements of Q++ below some element of A is non-empty, since 
A is not the set of minimal elements, and has width at most 3. 
We next look at the set U of elements of Q*+ above the antichain A. Since P 
contains no copy of A2, the set U can be partitioned into two sets M U N, where each 
element of M is above just one element of A, and each element of N is above all but 
at most one element of A. 
We claim that M UA is a forest. Indeed, if not, then there is some element x of M 
with two lower covers in M U A. Since x E M, there are at least two elements of A 
incomparable with x, and thus also with anything below x in MUA;  this gives us a 
copy of A2. 
Now consider an element u of P\N  incomparable with an element y of N. We 
claim that u is comparable with at most one element of A. Indeed, u cannot be above 
two elements of A, since the structure above A is that of a forest. Also, u cannot be 
below two elements of A, since y is above all but at most one element of A. Now, 
suppose y E N is incomparable with two incomparable elements u, v of P\N.  There 
are at least four elements of A; at most one is comparable with each of u, v and at 
most one incomparable with y. If there are two elements of A incomparable with both 
u and v and both below y, then we have a A2. If not, then the unique element z of 
A incomparable with y must not be the one comparable to u. Now we can find two 
elements of A other than z and the one comparable to u, and these give a A2 together 
with y, z and u. 
Therefore, for every element y of N, the set of elements from P\N  = P1 U • .. U Pj_ 1 
UDUAUM incomparable with y has width at most 1. Set P j=(DUAUM) \ I .  
It remains to be verified that Pj UI  has the structure of a regular banyan: it is un- 
fortunately not necessarily the case that we can just take T=D and F= 
MUA.  
We decompose D into three chains C1, C2, (73 (some but not all of which may be 
empty). If A contains ome element x of I, then the set obtained from D by removing 
the twig below x has width at most 2, since if this set contained a three-element 
antichain then adding x to it would give a four-element antichain <-lower than A. In 
this case, we can therefore take C1 to be just the twig below x. Now consider the 
top element y of C1 (if any): if the set I (y )  of elements of M UA incomparable with 
y has width three or more, then there is a <-minimal antichain A' of at least four 
elements in Q++ with y above or in X, which contradicts the choice of A. Hence I (y )  
has width at most 2. 
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For each of the three chains, we apply Lemma 12 to that chain and the forest M UA, 
and construct he chain K =Ki in M UA. (Some of the Ki may be empty.) Each chain 
Ki has its lowest element in A. I f  A contains an element x of  1, then, as we have just 
shown, the top element y of  C1 will have l (y )  of width at most 2, so K1 will then be 
empty. In this case, we set Kt to be the chain consisting of  the elements of  the twig 
above y. 
Now there is no four-element antichain among the at most six elements consisting 
of the tops of  the Ci and the bottoms of the K,., since that would give a four-element 
antichain <-lower than A. Therefore the entire structure consisting of  D and the chains 
K~ has width 3; put this set equal to T, and let F be the remaining forest. 
Since the chains K/ were part of the forest-structure M U A, any covers from one of 
the K/ up to F are to roots of  trees in F. Furthermore, for any element x E D such that 
the set of  elements of  F incomparable with x has width at least 3, certainly the set of  
elements of  M UA incomparable with x has width at least 3. In this case, all elements 
of  C(x) are in T, which means that every tree in F is either entirely comparable or 
entirely incomparable with x, and so any covers of  x in F are roots of  trees. 
This shows that Pj U I does indeed have a banyan structure, which is necessarily 
regular, with all elements of  I - - I ) _  1 in the trunk, as claimed. 
Now suppose that Q+ has at least four minimal elements. Either these are all tops 
of  twigs in I, in which case Q also has at least four minimal elements, or at most one 
is the top of  a twig, in which case Q has at least three minimal elements. In either 
case, we let A be the set of minimal elements of  Q+ (which includes the tops of  all 
the twigs of  I) ,  and partition Q\A into sets M and N as before. Again, every element 
of  N is above all but at most a twig in P\N,  and A UM is a forest. In this case, we 
set Pj =(A  UM)N Q, which is also a forest, as required. 
Finally, we have to establish (iii). Let u and v be any two incomparable lements 
of P1 U . . .  U Pj_ l, where j < l, so either Pj is a forest or Pj U 1)_ 1 is a banyan. Note 
that every element of  Pj is comparable with at least one of u and v, and that there 
are at least three maximal elements of  Pj. So one of u and v, say u, is comparable 
with two maximals y,z in Pj. Now every element of  Pj+I is above either y or z, so 
is above u. Thus the set I2_x of elements of  P1 U . . .  U ~_1 incomparable with some 
element of  Pj+I has width 1. Similarly, there cannot be two incomparable elements y,z 
in Pl U -..  U Pj. above or equal to some element w of I~_ 1 , since then again everything 
in Pj+1 would be above either y or z, and hence above w, contradicting the claim that 
w is in 12_1. [] 
Given a stack of partial orders Pl . . . . .  PI satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 13, 
and an element x of  I), we say that x interacts with a component Pk (k>>.j + 1) 
if x is incomparable with some element of Pk, but comparable with all elements of  
Pk+l U . . .  UP1. So the set of  elements interacting with Pj+l is exactly I)\I~. Note 
that every element of  the partial order interacts with at most one higher component. 
Theorem 13 tells us that, if x interacts with Pk, then either x has no upper cover in 
Pj+1 U . . .  UPk-1, or it is the top element of  I f  and has a single upper cover in that set. 
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Now we are ready to start counting Forbnnd(A2). We describe how to give a pre- 
scription for a stack of partial orders satisfying the conclusions of  Theorem 13, such 
that every possible stack has a prescription. Along the way, we show that there are 
not many prescriptions. 
We start by choosing the number l of  components in the stack, and the sizes n~ . . . . .  nt 
of the components, summing to n. This can be done in at most 2" ways. Then we 
allocate elements of  {1 . . . . .  n} to components; there are just n!/(nl!. . .nt!) ways to do 
this. 
Having done this basic partitioning, we do a little more 'pre-processing', as follows. 
For each j ,  we determine which elements of Pj are to be in I 1, and which of these 
are in 12. This can be done in at most 3 n ways. We also determine, for each j,  the 
number of elements of 12_ 2 interacting with Pj. Since these numbers add up to at most 
n, this can be done in at most 2 t+n ~2 2n ways. Finally we decide, for each element of 
each Pj, whether it is an upper cover of some element of 12_ 2 that does not interact 
with Pj but interacts with some higher Pk. There are certainly at most 2 n ways to do 
this. 
In all, there are at most 24 ~ ways of carrying out the pre-processing. 
Lemma 14. For each j, given all the pre-processing information, the structure on 
P1U. . .  UPj, the sets 1). and12, and the structure on Pj+1 U ( I ) \ I2) ,  we can determine 
the entire structure on PI U . . .  UPj+I and the sets 11+1 and 12+1. 
Proof. Suppose we are given all the information mentioned above. This tells us how 
elements of Pj+l are related to each other and to elements of 1)\12. By definition, 
every element of (P1 U . . .  UPj)\I) is below every element of Pj+1. By Theorem 13, 
there is at most one covering relation between an element x in Pj+I and an element y, 
necessarily the top element, in 12; the pre-processing information determines which x, 
if any, does cover y. Hence we can determine the entire structure on PI U . . .  UPj+I. 
The set 1)+ 1 consists of  I f  U(I)+ 1 NPj+I ), and so can be derived immediately from 
the available information. 
By Theorem 13, the set 12 forms a single known twig in P1 U . . .  UPj. The set of 
elements of 12 interacting with Pj+2 is an initial segment of this twig, and we are given, 
as part of the pre-processing, the number of elements of this initial segment. The set 
12+ 1 is then made up of those elements of 12 not interacting with Pj+:, together with 
the elements of I2+1 NPj+I, which we are given. [] 
Let lj = 1). \ I  f .  Our next task is to count the number of possible structures on the 
sets Pj U lj, given the sets of elements in Pj and lj, and the structure restricted to lj, 
which is that of a union of disjoint unrelated chains. Theorem 13 tells us that there 
are two possibilities: either (a) Pj is a forest, and each chain in lj is related to it as in 
Lemma 12, or (b) PjUl j  is a banyan, with lj a down-set in the trunk. We will show 
that in each case the number of possible structures is bounded above by a function 
of the form nj!CnJDmJ, where C and D are absolute constants and mj = [lj[. Thus the 
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total number of possible structures i  at most 2nj!CnjD m~. Since the sets Ij are disjoint, 
the mj sum to at most n, and we will obtain 
I n! 
IF°rbi~nd(A2)] <~ Z n,!-- nl! 24" I~ 2nj!C"iDm/ <~2nn!24n2"cnD" 
nl , . . . ,n /  j--I 
= n!(96CD)", 
which will complete the proof. 
In what follows, we drop the subscript j ,  and consider a structure of type (a) or 
(b), consisting of a partial order on n elements, together with a collection of chains 
containing a total of m elements. Our aim is to show that the number of such structures 
is at most n!CnD m. 
We start with case (a), where most of the work is done in Lemma 12. In this case, 
suppose we have a forest F on n elements, and a set I of size m, consisting of unrelated 
chains C1 . . . . .  C~, where each element of F is incomparable with at most one of the 
Ci. Let Fj be the set of elements of F incomparable with some element of Cj, and 
let F0 be the set of elements of F comparable with all the chains. Then the F/ form 
a partition of F. By Lemma 12, each Fj (j~> 1) can be equipped with a depth-first 
search satisfying the conclusions of that lemma. Taking any depth-first search of F0, 
we obtain an induced depth-first search of the entire forest F. The number of rooted 
forests equipped with a depth-first search is equal to n!(2nn)/(n + 1)~<n!4 n, and the 
number of ways of breaking the depth-first search up into k + 1 pieces is certainly at 
most 2 n. Now we need to specify the precise interaction between each pair (E, Ci). In 
what follows, we adopt the notation of previous lemmas with respect o the forest Ft. 
and the chain C i. Set ni = [F/[ and mi ~-ICi[. 
First we choose the number m~ of elements x of Ci where I(x) has width at most 
2. Then we nominate at most two elements of F/ to be the top elements of (possibly 
empty) chains U and V incomparable with x. We specify the relations between the 
elements below x in Ci, and U and V, by specifying which elements of U and V have 
a lower cover in Ci, which elements of Ci (below x) have an upper cover in U, and 
which have an upper cover in V. Note that this does indeed fully specify the relations 
between U U V and Ci. 
To specify the interaction between F/ and the higher part of C,., containing mi - m~ 
elements, we note that we are already given a depth-first search a of F/ such that every 
element of Ci is incomparable with an initial segment of a (which will include some 
element not on the initial upward path L of size l taken by a) plus possibly a twig 
of Fi, and we know that the only possible twigs are those which are explored second 
from some vertex on L, and the second tree to be explored by a. So the interaction 
can be specified by deciding: 
(i) for each element of Fi not on L, whether it is the a-last element in some I(x)\R(x), 
(ii) for each 'high' element x of Ci, with lower cover y on Ci, whether l(x)\R(x) is 
equal to I(y)\R(y), or strictly larger, 
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(iii) for each 'high' element x of Ci, whether R(x) is empty or not, and if not, whether 
it is the highest element of  C/ with R(x) having lower cover w(x), 
(iv) for each element of  L, except the top one, and the artificial minimum element of  
F/, whether or not the second branch explored from that point is equal to R(x) for 
some x. 
Thus the number of  possible interactions between Fi and Ci, given a, is at most 
ni , ' ' ni 4n ,6m , ~< 24ni 6mi. m[=0 ~<2 2n'4m' 2n~--12mj--me3m~--mi21 4<.3 4<.2 
Combining all our estimates, we see that the total number of  structures of  type (a) is 
at most 
n!4n2nI'X24"e6m, = n! 192n6 m, 
i 
which is of  the desired form. 
We now turn to case (b), where we have to count the number of  banyans B on 
n ÷ m elements, where a set 1 of  m of the elements is pre-arranged into at most three 
chains, forming a down-set in the think. 
First we choose the number t + m of  elements in the trunk T of  the banyan, and 
decide which elements are to be in the trunk. Then we organise the t+m trunk elements 
into chains C1,C2,C3, with the elements o f / fo rming  initial segments. There are just 
( t+2) ! /2  ways to do this. To determine the full width 3 structure, we decide, for each 
element of  C1, whether or not it sends a covering edge up to C2, up to C3, down to 
C2, and down to C3, and similarly for the other chains. The elements of  I do not send 
covering edges down to other chains, but may send covering edges up. There are thus 
at most 2 4t+2m possible structures for the trunk on chains C1, C2, C3. 
Next we choose a structure for the branches F. We first select the number r of  
branches. Given r, the number of  structures for F is the number of  forests on f = n - t 
labelled elements, containing r rooted trees. This is the number of  rooted trees on the 
set {0,1 . . . . .  f}  whose Priifer code contains exactly r -  10s,  so it is (f~)ff-r~ 
f f  /(r - 1)! <~f!ef /(r -- 1)!. 
Now we have to consider the relations between the tnmk and the branches. We know 
that the elements of  the trunk break into two classes; a lower set L of  size l whose 
elements are incomparable with at most a width 2 set in the branches, and an upper 
set U of  size u = t + m - l whose only upper covers in F are roots of  the branches. 
The set L can be specified by its at most three maximal elements Xl,XZ,X3 in the chains 
Cl, C2, (73 respectively, for which there are certainly at most 2 t+rn choices. To describe 
the relations between L and F,  for each of the xi, we choose at most two maximal 
incomparable lements Yi, zi of F. Then we decide which elements of  Ci fq L have a 
lower cover below yi, and which have a lower cover below zi. For each element below 
a yi or zi, we decide whether it has a lower cover in Ci A L. Crudely, there are at most 
f6221+3f~221+7f ways of  specifying this structure. 
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Our next task is to specify the relations between the set R containing the roots of 
the r trees in F, and the set U. This is slightly more complex, and it is convenient to 
prove a preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 15. Let P be a partial order in Forb~nd(A2), consistin9 of chains CI, C2, C3, 
possibly with some relations between them, and an antichain R of maximal elements. 
For each element x E R, and each j = 1,2, 3, let yj(x) be the element of Cj covered 
by x, if any. I f  x does not cover any element of Cj, set yj(x) equal to some object, 
say O, not in P. Then there is a partition of R into fifteen parts RI . . . . .  R15, and a 
linear order ai on each Ri, with the property that, if u precedes v in tri, then there is 
some j=  1 .. . . .  4 such that: (i) for all l <j, yl(u)=yl(v), (ii) /fj~<3, yj(u)< yj(v), 
and (iii) for all l>j ,  yt(u)>~yt(v). 
Proof. Consider any pair, say (C1, C2) of the chains. Suppose there are three elements 
of R, say u, v,w, all covering elements of both C1 and C2, with y l (u )<y l (v )< yl(w) 
and y2(u)< y2(v)< y2(w). Since u and v cover elements below yl(w) and y2(w), they 
are incomparable with the yj(w), and u,v,w, yl(w),y2(w) forms a A2. 
Form an auxiliary partial order -'<12 on those elements of R coveting elements of both 
C1 and (72, by setting u -<12 v if yl(u)<yl(v)  and y2(u)<y2(v). Then the previous 
argument shows that -<12 has height at most 2. We form auxiliary partial orders -<13 
and -<23 similarly, for the other choices of a pair of the chains. 
Now we form the fifteen sets Ri as follows. For those elements of R coveting 
elements in all three chains, we place them in one of eight sets, R1 ....  ,Rs, according 
to whether or not they are maximal elements in each of the three auxiliary orders -<kt. 
Note that each set R i ( i=  1 , . . . ,8 )  is an antichain in all three orders -<kt. For those 
elements of R with lower covers in just two of the chains Ck, Ct, we classify them 
according to whether they are maximal elements in -<kt or not - -  this gives us another 
six sets R 9 . . . . .  R14, which again are antichains in the relevant -<kl. The last set R15 
consists of those elements with lower covers in at most one chain. 
Now we have to construct he linear orders ai on the Ri. The prescription in all 
cases is the same; put u below v in ai if, for some j=  1,2,3, yj(u)<yj(v) whereas 
yk(u)=yk(v) for k<j .  I f  yj(u)=yj(v)  for all j=  1,2,3, then the tie can be broken 
arbitrarily. This does give a linear order on each R;. What we need to check is that, 
for u,v,j as above, we cannot have yk(u)<yk(v) for some k>j .  I f  this does occur, 
then u and v are in some class Ri where the elements have lower covers in both 
chains j and k, and we would have u -<jk v, which is impossible, as Ri is an antichain 
in -<jk. [] 
Returning to our count, we apply Lemma 15 to the set R and the chains C1 . . . . .  (73, 
showing the existence of the partition of R into fifteen parts and the orderings ,ri of 
the parts. There are (r + 14)!/14! ways of dividing the set R into 15 parts R1 . . . . .  R15, 
each ordered by tri as Lemma 15. For each i, we need to specify the coveting relations 
between Ri and U, subject o the order ai having the given property. 
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We start with C1 N U = U1. For some values of i, we know that there are no coveting 
relations between Ul and Ri, and we can move on immediately. For the others, we 
know that each element u of Ri covers some element yl(u) of Ul, and that, if u 
precedes v in ai, then yl(u)<~yl(v). So, given ai, it is sufficient o specify, for each 
element x of U1, how many elements u of Ri have yl(u)=x;  this can be done in 
(IU~ I+lRel-l~ IRil / ~<21U, I+IR~I ways. 
Given the values yl(u) for each uERi, we now form the order a~ by setting u 
below v if yl(u)>yl(v) ,  or if yl(u)--y1(v) and u precedes v in ai. We have that, 
if u is below v in a~, then y2(u)<~y2(v). If there are coveting relations between U2 
and Ri, we can specify them in at most 21U21÷IR,  ways, as before. We can then repeat 
this process, and specify the coveting relations between R~ and U3, if any, in at most 
2 IU31÷lR'l ways. 
In all, each Us. is covered by elements of only 13 of the 15 sets, so there are at 
most 
213(Iu~ I+]U21+4U31)+3(IR~ I÷,.,+IRJsI) = 213u+3r 
ways to specify the relations between R and U, given the Ri and ai. 
Combining estimates, we see that the total number of banyan structures i at most 
n-t (n-- t)!e n-t 2t+m max 221+7(n-t) (r-k- 14)! 213(t+m_l)+3 r 
2)! 24t+2m Z-'~ ( r - -  1)! Z<t+m 14! 
t=0 r=l 
216m n n--t 
= n!27nen 2 x 14-------~ y~(tt=0 + 2)(t + 1)211te-t(n - t) 6 ~=1 (r(__r_+ 14)!iF 23r 
_ 1415 
~n!27nen216m(n + 2)2211~e n-~-.W ~< 1010n!219~216m' 
which is of the required form. 
This completes the proof that IForbi~nd(A2)l <~n!c ~ for some (unfortunately rather 
large) absolute constant c. Of course, we have the same upper bound for the sizes 
of Forbi~a(I2) and Forbi~nd(A1). It would doubtless not be hard to prove "structural" 
results for these classes of partial orders, and improve the constants in those cases. 
Indeed, we have made little effort to optimise the constant for A2, and it might even 
be the case that the "correct" constant is 16, with most members of Forb~nd(Az) being 
essentially of width 3, with a few exceptional points. 
For P=I2,A1, or A2, we have that 
n n!c~ • ]Forbind(P)l ..~ n!c~ 
for constants cj and c2. To complete the proof that these partial orders, and their duals, 
are in Class I, we need to show that ]Forb~nd(P){ behaves as n!c n for some one constant 
c. Fortunately, a standard 'subadditivity' argument suffices for this. The proof below 
works for any partial order in Class I with connected incomparability graph. 
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Theorem 16. For each of the partial orders P=I2,AI ,A2,  and their duals, there is a 
constant c = c(P) such that [Forb~nd(P)l = n!(c + O(1) )n. 
Proof. Fix P, and consider the function 
( IForbVnd(P)l ~ 1/.. 
cp(n) 
= ~ n -I. ] 
We know that c?(n) is bounded above in each case. Accordingly, let c? be the supre- 
mum of the set of all the cp(n). Our aim is to show that c?(n) tends to c? as n ~ oo. 
Fix any e>0,  and choose no so that c? (no)>c? -  e/2. Thus [Forb~°d(P)[> 
nO!(C P --/3/2) n°. Now take any n large enough that (c? -  e/2) "-n° >(c? -  e) ~, and write 
n=rno + s, where r and s are integers with 0~<s<n0. Note that (c? -e/2)rn° = 
(c? -e /2 ) " -S>(cp-  e) ~, whether or not c? -~/2  is greater than 1 (which, in fact, it 
certainly always is). 
Let X(n) be the set of all partial orders Q formed as follows. We take r partial orders 
Q1 .. . . .  Qr from ~0 Forbind(P), and an s-element chain Qr+l, and put every element of Qi 
below every element of Qj, whenever i <j .  We then relabel the resulting partial order 
arbitrarily with labels 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
Any induced copy of P in a partial order Q cX(n)  must have all its elements in the 
same Qi, since P has a connected incomparability graph. However, this is not possible, 
since no Qi contains an induced copy of P. 
Finally, we claim that X(n) is suitably large. Indeed we have 
IX(n)l >I ~ (no!(cp - e/2)n°)rS! =n!(ce -- e/2) r~° >n!(cp -- e)n. 
Hence c? (n)>ce-  ~, for all sufficiently large n, as required. [] 
7. Open problems 
The results in this paper suggest several further questions. We list a few of these 
below. 
7.1. Class H vs. Class I I I  
The most obvious question we have left unresolved is that of deciding which of the 
remaining partial orders are in Class II, and which are in Class III. (See Table 2.) 
Up to duality, all but five of the 'unknown' partial orders are of the following form. 
There are two maximal elements a, b, possibly an element c below both a and b, and 
possibly a single loose point. All other elements are below exactly one of a and b, 
and incomparable with everything else. (This general form is shown in Table 2.) 
Our guess is that all the partial orders in the 'unknown' category are actually in Class 
II. We are fairly confident of this for some of the explicit small examples hown in 
Table 2, and somewhat less so for the general member of the infinite family described 
above. 
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7.2. Existence of  constants 
Our definition of P being in Class II demands imply that [Forb~nd(P)[ lies between 
n "in and n c2n for some constants Cl and c2. Presumably it is true that, for every partial 
order P in Class II, there is a constant c = c(P) such that 
[Forb~n d (P)[ = n(C+°O))n. 
If  true, this would be analogous to Theorem 16. 
Can one say more, in a similar vein, about the functions [Forbi'~d(P)[, for P in Class 
III? For a start, do they all satisfy, for n sufficiently large, 
I+e n2--6(P) 
2 n ~< IForb~ndfP)l ~<2 
for some absolute constant e>O, and some positive 6(P)? It seems unlikely that this 
can be resolved without first determining which partial orders are in Class III. 
7.3. Class I 
It may be of some interest o determine the constants c(P) such that [Forb~nd(P)[ ,-~ 
n!c(P) n, for P equal to I2, A1 and A2. (The constants for all other partial orders in 
Class I are known.) 
Another question, which only applies to partial orders P in Class I, is to determine 
whether the number of unlabelled partial orders on n points containing no induced 
copy of P is at most k n, for some constant k = k(P). We suspect hat this is indeed 
true for all the partial orders in Class I. I f  so, this would certainly bring the contrast 
between partial orders in Class I and the rest into sharper elief. 
7.4. 'Random' elements of Forbinnd(P) 
For any fixed P and n, one can make Forbind(p) into a probability space by making 
each element equally likely. It is then natural to let n go to infinity, and ask about, 
for instance, the expected value of fundamental parameters in this probability space. 
Asymptotic enumeration of the size of Forb~nd(P ) might be regarded as a first step 
towards making such calculations. 
As an example, consider the expected height of a "random" element of Forb~nd(P ).
When is this bounded (e.g., by 3) as n ~ e¢? For which P is the expected height at 
least cn for some constant c? The answers may conceivably have something to do with 
our division into classes. 
7.5. Non-induced suborders 
We have considered what happens when P is banned as an induced suborder of 
an n-element partial order. However, it is perfectly reasonable to ask the same ques- 
tions about the set Forbn(P) of n-element partial orders Q not containing P as a (not 
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necessarily induced) suborder. For instance, Forbn(Ak) is empty for n>>,k. Obviously 
IForbn(P)l ~< IForb~'nd(P)[ for every P and n. 
Some of our results carry over into this setting with no difficulty. For instance, 
we have IForbn(P)l =2 n2/4+°(n2) whenever P has height 3 or more. Also, our proof of 
Theorem 8 can easily be adapted to show that, for every k, IForb"(Sk)l >~n "'+~ for some 
~=~(k)>0. 
However, IForbn(S3)[ is much smaller. One way to see this is to use the following 
result of Brightwell and Trotter [6]. A fence is a partial order whose comparability 
graph is a path. 
Theorem 17. Let Fk be a fence on k vertices. Then every partial order not containin9 
Fk as a suborder has dimension at most k 6. 
The number of n-element partial orders with dimension at most m is at most n! m, 
so all fences, and suborders of fences, are in the class corresponding to our Class II 
(or lower). 
7.6. Forbiddin9 more than one suborder 
Even more questions are opened up by considering what happens if more than one 
suborder is forbidden. Certainly there are some interesting classes of partial orders 
(e.g., semiorders) defined in this way. We have not investigated this situation at all. 
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